Thesis with title “Municipality and region like component of public administration reform” deal with transformation of municipal and regional local government in framework of public administration reform, which run in Czech republic since the year 1998. But it has been prepared since the origin of discrete Czech republic in the year 1993. Thesis deals also with history of public administration since the year 1848. We can see there a description of public administration in term of “First republic and Protectorate” and also in term when political power was takeover by communist party in year 1948. This event had for a long time impact on a form of Czech and Czechoslovak public administration, especially with establishing socalled public committee like the widest organization of labour and authority of state power and administration in regions, districts and municipalities.

The base for realization of public administration reform is “Concept of public administration reform” which was put together in year 1998 by Home Office of Czech republic and advance report to this concept. In these materials were defined main points of prepared reform include main principle of reform like decentralization of state administration. Ratification of this concept by government was the beginning of legislative work of government, which culminated with proposing some most important laws about public administration reform to the Parliament of Czech republic. After ratification, especially law No. 128/2000 about municipality and law No. 129/2000 about regions got to establish of region authority of state administration and local government towards 1.1.2001 and then to deletion of district authorities and delegation of their authorization on regional and municipal authorities with widespread authority.